
 

Geography 
Year 12 
 

In year 12 students get the chance to master their knowledge           
of some of the primary building blocks of geography. In terms           
of physical geography students study tectonics and tectonic        
hazards. They will look at some of the most up to date            
research on earthquakes and volcanoes and examine their        
impact on the modern world. As an optional physical unit          
geographers return to coasts, building on their knowledge        
from KS4, but developing an understanding that is much         
deeper and more scientific in its approach. In human         
geography students study the complex economic flows and        
political processes that make up our global world, giving         
them an acute understanding of the modern world we live in.           
As an optional unit students also study how places are          
regenerated which is incredibly topical in the southeast as         
students will look at the Eastend of London and Chatham as           
examples of this.  
 

Year 13 
 

In year 13, students will be further widening their knowledge in both physical and human               
geography. They will study the carbon cycle, something that is important in maintaining             
planetary health. They will learn that changes to the most important store of carbon and               
carbon fluxes are a result of physical and human responses. Reliance on fossil fuels has               
caused significant changes to carbon stores and contributed to climate change resulting            

from human caused carbon emissions. Students will also        
be focussing on human aspects of our ever changing         
world with units on Superpowers and Migration. Year 13         
geography will allow students to explore how global        
governance has developed to manage a number of        
common global issues (environmental, social, political      
and economic) and has a mixed record in its success in           
dealing with them. Students can learn that global        
governance has promoted growth and political stability       
for some people in some places, whilst not benefiting         
others. Unequal power relations have tended to lead to         



 
unequal environmental, social and economic outcomes. What is more, students study           
Superpowers, and how they can develop by a number of characteristics. The pattern of              
dominance has changed over time. Superpowers and emerging superpowers have a very            
significant impact on the global economy, global politics and the environment. The spheres             
of influence between these powers are frequently contested, resulting in geopolitical           
implications. 
 

What are the HW Expectations? 
 

At A-Level, homework will roughly be 2 hours a week. For homework, students will be set a                 
range of activities from researching content for the next lesson, completing activities to             
consolidate learning and doing past examination papers/examination questions. students         
may also have revision that purely focuses around creating revision resources and learning             
how to revise properly. 
 

 How will I be assessed? 
 

Students will be assessed through timed in class essays, extended answers in their books,              
knowledge recall, end of unit milestone tests and Pre Public Examinations. 
 

Students will sit 3 examinations at the end of the summer (80% of their final grade) and will                  
produce a piece of coursework based upon fieldwork (20% of their final grade). 
 

What equipment/books do I need to be successful? 
 

Students will need a calculator and Maths equipment to help them be successful in A-Level               
Geography. 
 

 What revision guides/books will support progress? 
 

We strongly advise students to buy the Examination endorsed revision guide for Edexcel             
Geography from My Revision Notes. 
 

What other opportunities exist outside the classroom?  
 

At A-Level, students are taken on a physical and human geography field trip to collect data                
for their coursework such as Stratford in London to assess the impact of redeveloping areas               
such as the docklands. 
  
 


